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Warning:
-

The smokemachine must be placed at least 100 cm away from inflammable materials such as
curtains, books, etc. Make sure that the housing cannot be touched by accident.
For indoor use only.
During installation, nobody should stand beneath the mounting area.
Prior to the first use, have the unit checked by a qualified person.
The unit contains voltage carrying parts. DO NOT open the smokemachine
Never plug or unplug the unit with wet hands.
If the plug and/or mains lead are damaged, they need to be repaired by a qualified technician.
If the unit is damaged to an extent that you can see internal parts, do not plug the unit into a mains
outlet.
Only connect this unit to an earthed mains outlet of 230Vac/50Hz .
Always unplug the unit during a thunderstorm or when it is not in use.
If the unit has not been used for a longer period of time, condensation can occur inside the housing.
Please let the unit reach room temperature prior to use.
When you unplug the unit from the mains always pull the plug, never the lead.
In order to prevent dropping of the unit, a safety fastening needs to be installed. This can be a solid
chain, a steel cable, etc. which has to be fastened separately from the mounting bracket.
The supplied bracket is the main fixing and must be used to solidly mount the light effect.
In order to avoid accidents in public premises, the local legal requirements and safety
regulations/warnings must be fulfilled.
Keep out of the reach of children.

Safety
Plug the smoke machine only in an earthed mains outlet or extension cord! ATTENTION: the powercord can
only be replaced by an original replacement, supplied by SkyTronic.
Be careful when filling the fluid tank. First of all, unplug the mains lead! Then unscrew the cap on the tank
and fill it by means of a funnel.
Only use the original SkyTec smoke fluid which is environmental friendly and, if used correctly, leaves no
residues (see page 3).
Do not obstruct the openings on top of the case to guarantee a good ventilation. The heating element of the
smoke machine generates heat which needs to be removed. Don’t put any objects on the smoke machine.

Installation and Use
Unpack the fog machine. Do not connect yet the net cable. Connect the lead of the manual control with the
3-pin plug at the rear of the smoke machine. Fill the fluid tank by means of a funnel. Plug the unit into a
mains outlet. Thus the heating element is automatically switched on. Depending on the room temperature, it
takes about 9 to 10 minutes until the working temperature is reached. Then the thermostat is clicking and the
red LED on the manual control lights up.
Push the red switch once and the smoke machine will produce a nice thick fog. Once the smoke machine
has reached its working temperature (the red LED is lit) the smoke machine can produce continuously fog
during about 2 ½ minutes.
After this period of time, the fog generator is cooled so much down that the thermostat switches off. Wait a
few minutes until the working temperature is reached again. It is recommended to produce smoke with small
pauses in between so that the temperature is maintained and the thermostat doesn’t switch off.

Location
Select a location where it is easy to fill the tank. It is also possible to hang the unit by means of the supplied
holder and fixing screws.

Switching the unit off
Switch the unit off by unplugging it from the mains. Otherwise the 700W heating element will draw
unnecessarily current.
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Specifications
Power supply: ...........................................................230V~/50Hz
Heating element:........................................................... 700 watts
Heat up time: ............................................................ ±10 minutes
Continuous use:................................................ Max. 2½ minutes
Smoke production:............................................ ca. 75 m3/minute
Tank capacity:................................................................. 0,8 liters
Dims:...........................................................15x17,5x32 cm (hbd)
Weight.................................................................................... 5 kg

Accessories
Smoke fluid, high quality fluid on water basis, specially designed for SkyTec smoke machines. Guarantees a
trouble-free use.
5 liter packaging, ref. no. 160.583
1 liter packaging, ref. no. 160.644
Flavor, adds a pleasant fragrance to the air. One bottle is sufficient for 5 liter smoke fluid.
coconut
mint
vanilla

160.650
160.651
160.652

tropical
strawberry

160.653
160.654

Do not attempt to make any repairs yourself. This would invalid your warranty.Do not make any changes to the unit. This would also
invalid your warranty.The warranty is not applicable in case of accidents or damages caused by inappropriate use or disrespect of
the warnings contained in this manual.SkyTronic UK cannot be held responsible for personal injuries caused by a disrespect of the
safety recommendations and warnings. This is also applicable to all damages in whatever form.
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